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Linear Array AntennaLinear Array Antenna

� The simplest array geometry is the linear array. 

� All elements are aligned along a straight line.

� The minimum length linear array is the 2-element array.



Linear Arrays of n isotropic point sources 
of equal amplitude and spacing. 

� General Case. 

� Broadside arrays. � Broadside arrays. 

� Ordinary End-fire Arrays. 

� Phased arrays. 



Analyze Analyze is the is the twotwo--element arrayelement array

� two vertically polarized infinitesimal dipoles aligned 
along the y axis and separated by a distance d.

� The field point is located at a distance r from the origin 
such that r >>d.

� We can therefore assume that the distance vectors ‾r1, � We can therefore assume that the distance vectors ‾r1, 
‾r, and ‾r2 are all approximately parallel to each other.



rr11 ≈ r + ≈ r + d d 2sin 2sin θθ &  r&  r22 ≈ r ≈ r −− dd2sin 2sin θθ
assuming that assuming that rr11 ≈ r≈ r22 ≈ r in the denominator, we can ≈ r in the denominator, we can now find the now find the 
total electric field.total electric field.



where δ = electrical phase difference between the two adjacent

elements

L = dipole length

θ = angle as measured from the z axis in spherical coordinates

d = element spacing

� the element factor is the far field equation for one dipole and the 

array factor is the pattern function associated with the array 

geometry.

� The distant field from an array of identical elements can always be  

broken down into the product of the element factor (EF) and the broken down into the product of the element factor (EF) and the 

array factor (AF).

� the far field pattern of any array of antennas is always given 

by (EF) × (AF).



� The AF is dependent on

� the geometric arrangement of the array 
elements 

� the spacing of the elements “d” � the spacing of the elements “d” 

�the electrical phase of each element “δ”





Linear Arrays of n isotropic point sources of equal amplitude Linear Arrays of n isotropic point sources of equal amplitude 
and spacingand spacing





The maximum value of AF is when The maximum value of AF is when 
the argument the argument ψψ = 0= 0



An array of An array of N elements shouldN elements should

have a gain of have a gain of N over a single elementN over a single element..



Broadside ArrayBroadside Array

AFAFAFAFmax







Radiation Pattern of EndRadiation Pattern of End--Fire ArrayFire Array



Case3 : Scanning ArrayCase3 : Scanning Array
““Phased ArrayPhased Array””

� Array with maximum field in an arbitrary direction.

Phased
Array



Radiation Pattern of Phased ArrayRadiation Pattern of Phased Array



Radiation Pattern DrawingRadiation Pattern Drawing

� Ψ = k d cos(θ)+ δ  ; k=2∏/λ

� To determine θ of Main lobe Ψ=0

� To determine θ of Nulls  



To determine Side lobesTo determine Side lobes




